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Empirical evidence 

 

 

• Huge number of  conversion tables at different 

levels of  the higher education system 

• Restricted acceptance of  foreign exams 

• Considerable range of  interpretation of  grades 

• Local decisions 



Comparability [1] 

Historical 

  

– Pre-modern: General comparability in Higher 

education based on religious ground / church 

– Modern: National comparability based on political 

grounds / state – International comparability 

basically blocked 



Comparability[2] 

– Recent: International comparability on administrative 

grounds 

 

– Since modernity, comparability has not been a 

practical problems (small number of  universities, 

little formalised mobility, selection at end of  study 

programme) for most of  the time  

 

– With Bologna comparability becomes essential. 



Comparability [3] 

 

Political Assumption about Comparability 

–  Bologna and ECTS assume equality of  higher 

education institutions and study programmes  

– From incommensurability to regulated equality: 

comparability is assumed to be a technical issue but 

it has effects on the higher education system 

– Difficult to differentiate students’ performance 



Conceptual issues [4] 

• European regulation of  equality counteracts the 
expectation of  a differentiated higher education 
system 

• Critique 

– Methodological: “Oxford is not the same as 
Cottbus”  

– Effect oriented: 

• ECTS: Sodoku Effect (Stefan Kühl)  

• Costs of  students / average  

• Grades 



Grades 

 

• Select students (aggregated vs. final 

examinations) 

• Signalling 

• The more aggregated conversions are, the more 

problematic and misguiding is the process. 



Converting Grades 

 

• ECTS : formalised conversion of  grades. Is not 

applied 

– Reason 1: administrative adaptation and 

improvements 

– Reason 2: Signals cannot be interpreted uniformly 

• Lists play a central role 



Strategies of  Conversion 

Degree of autonomy 

Low High 

Allocation of 
responsibility 

Bureaucratic Denial and formal 
compliance  

University-wide 
procedures 

Academic Local, formalised 
procedures  

Academic decisions 



Conversion Lists 

• Only incoming information to establish experience, 
no mutuality  

• Diffusion of  responsibility (see table) 

• Applicability is unsystematic  

• Trend towards formalisation (Bavarian formula) 

• Restricted applicability of  conversion (not all 
courses) 

• Ignorance or more sophisticated processes 

• No emerging model approach / institution 



 

• Lists determine the conversation process, 

strategies place a certain emphasis 

– Problem with users 

– Problem with academics 

– Which of  the lists is actually valid? 



Learning Effects [1] 

 

• Education is not a formal process but requires 

to be embedded   

• Formal equality of  all institutions and modules 

contradicts the function of  education 

• Administrative effort too big to change things 

 



Learning Effects [2] 

 

•  Basic assumptions of  the Bologna process are 

problematic – equality veils differences and 

complicates selection process 

• Realistically: Mobility is rather a touristic and 

individual project than an issue of  academic 

unification 



Concluding remarks 

• Comparability contradicts equality assumptions 

• Comparability means that differences must be made 

visible 

• Globalising comparison is difficult (see rankings) 

 

• Effects on higher education 

• ECTS structures study programmes and limits the control 

of  academics 

• Grade conversion is a signal of  academic quality and the 

ranking of  higher education institutions (reputation) 


